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TOP REVIEW

Christine Wibowo is one of the successful fashion 

designer and also a member of Indonesian Fashion 

Chamber in Semarang. She has been in this fashion 

industry for 30years. She graduated from Susan 

Budihardjo School in Jakarta – one of the well known 

fashion school in Indonesia. She started building her 

fashion business right after she graduated. She owns 

a studio and 15 employees who helped in her dress 

making. We recently interviewed our local fashion 

designer, Christine Wibowo.

The Meaning of Fashion
Fashion is something dynamic. It changes according 
to our lifestyle and it fascinates me towards Fashion 
World too. There is always something new – new 
trend, new materials, new seasons, new ideas, new 
style, which challenge me more into designing my 
own fashion.  Ideas or inspiration could be from 
anywhere, what I see and also my experience from 
my daily life.

Personal Style
I love Feminine yet Sporty Look - a dress with an 
outer jacket. I like styles that are practical, simple and 
comfortable. 

She had participated in an event called “Media 
Viewing Trend 2019” for Indonesian Fashion Cham-
ber (IFC) on 26th and 27th March 2018. Her Fashion 
theme is Meduses.

Local Fashion Designer            
        in Semarang

Christine Wibowo
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Meaning of Meduses and the Inspiration
Meduses is in French, means Jellyfish - how gorgeous its tentacles wave, soft texture that seems fragile and yet full 
of charm and seductive. All these beauty inspired my current collection. Imagine that translucency, soft, bubbly, thin 
yet bouncy, moving about in the ocean freely.  It is a good description of women in the millennial era, soft, feminine, 
sexy, dynamic, open yet strong and powerful. 

Concept
Using silhouettes of A-Line, H-Line, X-Line, layering methods, 
creates puffiness to the volume, wavy, transparent that gives 
feminine, romantic, sexy and seductive style. Using materials such 
as lace, brocade, tulle, even organdy to create fashion of imagi-
nary floating Méduse. Pastel colors, soft pink, light blue to grey 
with a touch of black accentuates the appearance of the current 
collection. Apply detailed embroidery, pleast, pearls and artificial 
ornaments for the final look.

Accessories
The Meduses collection is for the smart, dynamic, open minded 
millennial women. Therefore, it would be perfectly matched with 
bright colored puffy beret.
“Never Stop, Keep Improving” these are Christine Wibowo’s aspira-
tion as a Fashion Designer in Semarang.  
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Micellar
Is micellar water better than make up remover? Is micellar water 
better than make up remover? Does it benefit us more than 
makeup remover? Those are the questions we have in our mind.

According to board-certified dermatologist Hadley King of 
Skinney Medspa, Micellar water is made of micelles (tiny balls 
of cleansing oil molecules) suspended in soft water. “The idea 
is that micelles are attracted to dirt and oil, so they are able to 
draw out impurities without drying out the skin,” she says. So it 
could be used as facial wash, make up remover and moisturizer 
that comes all in one.

WHAT’S NEW

Water
Micellar water is water with different texture. It 
does not contain alcohol which keeps our skin 
hydrated and it does even our skin tone too. 
However, it will be harder to clean heavy makeup 
and waterproof cosmetics. In this case, you need 
to use makeup remover. 

10 Best Micellar Water :

1.  Bioderma 
capable to waterproof mascara.

2.  La Roche-Posay
designed especially for blemish-
prone and oily skin. 

3.Garnier
acts as quick make up remover. Avai-
lable for Sensitive and Combination 
skin.
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4. Decleor
gentle clean light weight make up 
with rose essential oil. It protects 
against external irritation

7.  Christian Dior 
first luxury brand and gentle clean-
ser.

5. Simple
gentle clean light weight make up 
with rose essential oil. It protects 
against external irritation. 

8. Ren
Good product for dry skin. It con-
tains of bio extracts and calming 
rose otto oil.

10. Lancome Eau Micellaire Douceur 
Leave skin feeling fresh. Suitable for 
combination skin.

Choose products that suit your skin 
type and feel the difference in your 
skin.  

6.  L’Oreal Skin Perfection 3 in 1 
Purifying Micellar Solutin 
affordable, remove make up easily, 
leaving skin feeling toned and clean. 
Suitable for young skin.

9.  Eau Thermale Avene 
utra gentle. Suitable for very sensiti-
ve skin.
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FASHION TIPS

Why pay more to get rip jeans when we can 
design our own using our old jeans? It is an art of 
where we want it to be ripped and how we rip it. 
As we know ripped jeans have been in trend for 
the past 2 years.  

What you need:
-  Old Jeans or get cheaper jeans: Tight, Skinny or 
Boyfriend style Jeans. High-rise or Mid-rise. Black, 
White or Blue Jeans.
-  Marking tools: Pen, Chalk or Safety Pins.
-  Ruler.
-  Sharp Scissors, X-Acto Knife or Box Cutter.
-  Tweezer.
-  Cardboard.

         Re - Used  
      Re - Designed
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Let’s start our own by these simple steps:

1. Lay your jeans flat, overlay with cardboard inside 
the jeans to prevent cutting the back of the jeans 
unless you want to have the same effect on the both 
sides.

2. Rub with sand paper to get a fray look – apply this 
method only at the knee or butt area. Remember not 
to overdo it as it might tear the jeans badly. 

3. Mark the spot where the hole is going to be -Try 
to aim a little higher than your knee so it won’t rip 
bigger when you walk around. Do not rip too high, 
or your underwear will be exposed - To make a small 
rip use the edge of scissor or knife and slowly scrape 
it horizontally. Once the horizontally white threads 
beneath the jeans appear, use tweezer to fray the 
threads. For bigger hole, cut the area with knife or 
scissors. Cut a small hole and rip it with hands to 
looks natural. 

Tips :
To avoid the ripped getting bigger, use sewing machi-
ne or sew by hand with blue or white color thread at 
the edge of the ripped. 

 Marking Ripped

Use edge of scissors or knife

Sand paper for fray look

Tweezer to fray the threads
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ASIA SANTORINI
The “Real Santorini” is located in Greece and it is well 
known for its scenery, its rugged landscape and cubic 
form white houses in Fira and Oia. Do you know you 
can get the feel of Santorini in Bali and Busan? 

Check out Marabito Art Cliff - located in the middle 
of Bingin Cliff, near one of the famous surf spot at 
Canggu.  It is designed by French, Paris based jeweller 
Pascal Morabito. This design shows mix contempo-
rary and ancient art works. It is one of the top luxury 
accommodations in Bali which offers a pure relaxa-
tion oasis along with the most beautiful scenery and 
an amazing sunsets.

LIFESTYLE

Bedroom View
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Busan itself is known for Korea’s Santorini. It is 
famous for the colorful terraced house in Gamcheon 
Cultural Village along the mountainside which gives 
similar feel and look to Santorini in Greece. 
Busan used to be home for refugees and the fo-
llowers of Taegukdo Religion. They are the one who 
build these houses along the steep hillsides wat-
ching over the sea, since then the village was pretty 
much preserved its appearance for decades. Even 
the streets were decorated with mural paintings and 
some houses open as art galleries and art studio. 

Gamcheon Cultural Village

Street Art

For Santorini lovers, why travel far? Plan a trip to Bali 
or Busan to get similar feel and views that is near us. 


